Teacher’s Day Celebration in Department of Education, AMU Murshidabad Centre

The students of Department of Education organised Teacher’s Day on 9th September 2015 (Post-celebration due to holiday). The Chief Guest was Dr. Md Junaid (Course co-ordinator, Department of Law). The Guest of Honour was Dr. Rashid Usman Ansari (Course co-ordinator, Department of Business Administration). The program was presided by Mr Rasheed Ahmad (Course co-ordinator, Department of Education).

The Program was hosted by Tabish Kamran, Mehjabin Tawassum, Alia Athar and Darakhshan Nigar. After welcoming the guests and teachers with flowers, the program started with Tilawat-e-Quran by Shafeeq-ul-Islam. An introduction on Teacher’s Day was given by Sridam Das.

A Bengali folk song (Rabindra Sangeet) was performed by Somania Khatoon, Mary Naznin, and Nasisa Fareed. Discussing the teacher and student relationship Waheed-ur-Rehman gave a speech. A Nazm of Nazir-Akbar-Abadi “Aadmi Naama” was presented by Nishat Khan. Expressing the feelings of students and focussing on student life, Pallavi Mehta, sung ‘Study Anthem’.

A small fun program was organised for the teachers where they were asked to describe a particular situation randomly given to them. Mr. Sardar presented a devotional Gazal in Bengali. Mujtaba Ahmad recited a self composed poem. Presenting gratitude towards the teachers on behalf on all students Shweta Mani Tripathi gave a speech. Towards the end of the program, the guests spoke few words on the occasion.

The program ended with AMU Tarana and National Anthem. All the students contributed in the supporting works and Najmus Shakib deserves a special mention.